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Tryouts Held
Tonight and Tomorrow
For New Play
TAMPA, FLORIDA, MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1963

Marine Geology
Course Slated
Next Trimester

PRICE FIVE CENTS

Jazz Concert Opens
~university' Weekend
Activities This Year
.

Language
Program
Increases

.

SPORTS NEWS

Osborne Calls 1-M
Program Best Yet

A Qualified Success

UNCLE DAN (Mike Kelly) pleads with Belle Lamar (Anita Miles), asking her
to let him go through enemy lines in her place. Watching this emotion-filled
scene of the USF production is Merton Gates as Gen. "Stonewall" Jackson.-(USF
Photo)

By JOHN GULLETT
Yankee Co 1 o n e 1 and Holly
of the Campus Staff
Gwinn plays Honor McQuade
Dion Boucicault's Belle Lamar adequately. But the most imwas recreated on the stage last
.
week by the University Players press1ve P e r f o r man c e was
with notable success.
turned in by Albert Sanders
Director Jack Klay and cast playing comedy relief Remmy
presented this, the first tbeatri- Shea. In fact, had it not been
cal production of the trimester, for Sanders, the play may have
with the two-fold purpose of been authentic, but very boring
giving the audience a glimpse indeed.
at a typical post-Civil War
Surprising performances by
melodrama, and meeting the minor players included those
challenge a production like this of Gordon Santmyers, as Yankee
presents. Thus, if you were look- officer Marston Pike, and Loren
ing for a message, or expected Southwick, as Rebel or f ice r
to be enlightened, you were Patrick Stuart.
probably disappointed.
Costumes, by Mrs. Maryon
The three-act play filled Moise and volunteer students,
nearly two and one-half hours were fine, and the backdrop and
with exaggerated soap opera two-dimensional sets used in
antics which provided many the style of the period gave the
laughs and some moments of viewer reason lo mutter, "By
boredom . But even the fact that George, They are actually takthe orchestra , under the direc- ing us back in time." Russell
tion of Prof. Edward Preodor, Whaley is credited with the desplayed too loud at times to hear igning of the new scenes and
the dialogue cannot detract dresses, and Bob Wolff directed
from the fine acting perform- scenery and props.
ances.
In terms of authenticity, the
Anita Miles was excellent as entire crew met the challenge
the Virginian lady turned spy, well. But authenticity is not
Isabel Lamar. And much to the enough f or many people, parsurprise of the audience, she ticulary "extra-campus" citizens
even sings well. Lawrence Ruck- who more readily find pleasure
er is convincing as Philip Bligh, in content than in technique.

WALT REIMER, an electronics technician with
the division _of Educational Resources, checks the $40,000 RCA VIdeo tape recorder newly installed in the
television station.-(USF Photo)
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'John Jr. Passes Church Sound Test

v.s.

MIDDLEBURG, Va., Oct. 28
(.lP)-John Kennedy -Jr. has
passed his first church service
with flying colors. He may be
reslless, but he doesn't have to
be soundproofed.
The President's son, who will
be 3 next month, was put to
the test yesterday at St. Stephen
the Martyr R o m a n Catholic
Church. Dressed in a I u z z y
white sweater, white blouse and
pumpkin- colored trousers, he
came equipped with a couple
of picture books, one of them
that old standby Bambi.
It was the first time the presidential family worshiped together at public church services.
It also was the Kennedy's first
weekend at their new RattleTtunday
Moft\lftg
snake Mountain home at nearby
Low Tem~atu,.. bpec:t.O
Atoka.
At the start of services John
-AP Wirephoto
NATION'S WEATHER TODAY
was on his mother's right. Soon
is expected Monday night in Washington, Oregon and north- he was crawling a c r o s s her
scattered showers are forecast for the central Gulf coast. It knees or climbing into her lap .

Deaths in Tampa
·

Once he talked out loud and
got shushed. Once or twice he
stood up in the firth row pew.
Several times he turned around
for a good look at his neighbors. He talked to his mother
in a whisper.
Two-thirds of the \\·ay through
the 35-minute service John got
a little warm. His mother pulled
off his sweater, then smoothed

the hair mu~:;-.J uiJ a Lil Ju the
process.
Although John's sister Careline, 6 next month, is a veteran
of church services, the restless
fever bit ·he1· too.
But on the way out they could
look with some pride toward
the soundproof vestible where
most of the other youngsters
were confined.

JAMES WEATHERFORD
lvors include a son, L. M. HarJames Weatherford, 87. of grove, Tampa; _two daughters.
8920 Lynn Ave., died Sunday Mrs. C. 0 . Dav1s, Tampa, ~nd
morning in a Tampa hospital. A Mrs. D . J . Stoeger, K_ansas Ctty,
native of Bradfordsville, Ky., Mo.: seven gra~dchtldren and
he bad lived in Tampa 18 years. 12 greal-grandcluldren.
}lc was a member of the Church
IRVING RIGGS
of. Jesus Ch~ist of. Lattet· Day
Irving Riggs, 52, of Rt. 4, Box
Sa.mts. Survtvors mclude 0ne 40 6 !Sheldon Roadl, died Satur:-on. William 0 . Weatherford, day at his home. A native of
Joliet, Ill.; fout· daughters, Mrs. Baltimore Md. he had resided
Emn:a B. Mayo, ~stachatt.a; lV..J;s: in Tamp~ for more than 141
Hallle Mae Turpm, DeWttt, ~~ ., years. He is survived by his
Mrs. Thelma We~ter, La1 go, widow, Mrs. Anna Joy Riggs;
and Mrs. Helen L1tteral, Tam- one daughter, Miss Caroline
pa; one brother, Jesse Weilther- Riggs, and three sons, Michael.
ford, Istachatta; fourteen grand- Jack and Robet·t Riggs· all of
children and 24 great-grandchtl- Tampa. He was a me~ber of
dren.
the Boilermakers Union, Local
MRS. IDA HELEN DECKLl:R 433 and was· race secretary of
Mrs. Ida Helen Deckler. :17, 1the North Tampa Pigeon Club.
of Lutz, d1ed suddenly Sunday
GEORGE E. BACHMAN
Occasional rain
aftem~on in a .local hospttal.
George E. Bachman. 54, 111
A nat1ve of Clucago, Ill., she w. Waters Ave., died Friday ern California while
had resided in Lutz for a num- afternoon at his residence. A will be cooler in the northeast, the Ohio, Tennessee and central Mississippi valbcr of years. She was a member native of Rome, Ga., he had leys and the central plains. ·
Couple of Nurses
of Our Lady of the Rosary lived in Tampa many years. He
WINFIELD, Kan. (A>) - Mr.
C a t h o 1 i c Cliurch of Land was a sell-employed accountant
Here's the smallest hearing aid we ever made.' The So~otone
and Mrs. Marvin Hampton, parO'Lakes. Survivors include two vetel·an of World War u and ~
"WISP-EAR"I!J is worn in the ear for cordl.ess hean~g. It
ents of five children ranging
d~ughters, Mrs. Shirley H. member of First Baptist Church.
in age from 8 to 14, were gradweighs under 1/5th of an ounce with battery-:}lg.ht ~sa mckel,
~ngson and Mrs. Lynn . Rita Survivors include his mother,
.13 uated together from a hospiBuffalo
Moon sets ...... 3:00a.m.
63
44
small as a dime in diameter. The "W!SP-EAR sltps 10 the earTampa
Bay
Weather
!\1cholson, both of Lutz; a_ s1ster, Mrs. John s. Bachman, Tampa;
Charleston, S.C. 82
- tal's school of nursing here.
64
no outside cords, tubes or wires.
Parth cloudy through Tues- Tides at Seddon Island:
l\Irs. Betty Keck, Ga~lmburg, two sisters, Mrs. H. G. While,
High .. 11:17 a.m., 11:56 p.m. Chicago . ... .. 64
The new nurses plan to work
48
day.
Some
showers
likely
Also the
Eyeglass Model ..................at onl, $14950
Tenn., and two grandchildren.
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Johnl
- part-time in a hospital at Dodge
Low . . 5:44p.m.
Denver . . . . . . . 58
36
Tuesday. High today and
- City, Kan., and operate a farm
EARL CLANCY
N. Harrison Jr. of Tampa; and
Sonotone '410'\ Behind-the-Ear Model ...... at onb $13950
Des Moines . . . 65
35
Tuesday in low 80's. Low toTEMPERATURES
_ near Dodge City. They were the
Detroit .... , . . 70
43
Earl Clancy, 47, 4002 Mont- a brother, Robert H. Bachman, night in low 60's.
Comein,phone
Florida
or write lor
- first married couple to be grad37
Duluth ....... 58
gomery Terrace, died Sunday Rome 1 Ga.
;appointment tod;ay
High Low Rain El Paso .... . . 79
uated
from
the
nursing
school
53
afternoon in a Tampa hospital. CHARLES EDWARD WHALEN Rainfall for 24 hours,
Apalachicola . . 83
67
_here.
608
Tampa St.-Wallace'S' Bldg.
Galveston
.... 78
Ph. 223-3508
71
ending midnight ...... .
A former resident of Genoa,
Charles Edward Whalen, 72,
.
Clewiston
86
63
- Indianapolis . . 77
4l
New York, Mr. Clancy was a of 2300 N. Oregon St., d.ied sud- For month to date ...... . ·29 Key West
85
75
47
- Kansas City . . 71
.25
warehouseman for the Interna- denly Saturday in a Tampa hos- Barometer reading,
Jacksonville .. 84
65
- Las Vegas
81
60
tional Salt Co.. where he had pital. A native of Milford, Mass.,
Miami Beach . 81
73
TOMORROW
- Los Angeles . . 82
65
worked !or the last eight years. he had .Jived in Tampa fat' more
Ocala .. . ... 'I' 88 •
60
Sun rises ....... 6:39a.m.
- Louisville . . . . 82
52
.73
He had been a resident of Tam- than 15 years. Survivors include
Orlando
.....
·.
87
67
Sun sets ....... 5:48p.m.
- Memphis . . . . . 85
58
pa for the past year and is sur- his w i d o w, Mrs. Elizabeth
63
rises ..... 4:00p.m. IPensacola . , .. . 85
- Miami Beach . 81
73
vtved by his widow, Mrs. Alice Whalen; two sisters, Mrs. Jose- -Moon
- - - -- Sarasota . . . . . . 88
67
- Milwaukee
62
42
CJ.ancy of Tampa.
phine McKay and Mrs. Catherine
Tallahassee . . . 86
60
- New Orleans . 84
64.
Tamp;j. ........ sa
63
MRS. ROSA LEE WHEELER Bulmar of Boston, Mass.; one
- New York .... 82
.02
51
nephew, James McKay of Weed- Oklahoma City 83
52
·.Mrs. Rosa Lee Wheeler, 77,
-Omaha . . ..... 62
37
cit Route 6. Tampa, died Sunday ham, Mass.
Fort Myers . . . 87
68
- Phoenix . . . . . . 87
64
in. a local hospital. A native of
HARRY E. FULCHER
Gainesville
...
86
65
.02
49
- Pittsburgh . . . . 80
Orange County, Florida, she has
BAY PINES (Special)-Harry
DALLAS, Oct. 28 (A>) _ H. L. P.anama City . 84
67
- PorUand, Ore .. 55
46
.06
tnsided in Tampa for the last Elmer Fulcher, 65, World War
66
51
- Raleigh . . . . . . 82
1.9 years. She was a member of I veteran, died Satu1·day at Vet. Witt went to his front door in .VSanlford. · · · · · · 85
·
a paraiso . . . . 82
66
- Ren o ....... . , 66
29
the Calvary Baptist Church. She erans Hospital here. A Jlative of suburban Farmers
Branch to vero Beach .. . 83
63
- Richmond . . . . 76
53
is survived by three sons, J. W. Cor t 1 a n d, Ill., Mr. Fulcher
hunt his morning newspaper. W. Palm· Beach 87
66
46
Wheeler and James Earl Wheel- moved to Ruskin 17 years ago
- , St. Louis ..... 66
Other Cities
59
San Francisco. 72
er, both of Tampa. C. A. Wheel- from Jackson, Mich. He was a He found . it-right beside a
44
Seattle
.......
56
.71
el", Sebring; two daughters, Mrs. retired fingerprint expert ·for clothes basket containing a baby Albany, N.Y... 79
54
12
·
Spokane . . . . . . 45
40
Leona W. Harrell of Tampa, Michigan State Police; was a girl.
Atlanta
82
61
- Washington
83
59
and Mrs. Lucy Pauline Flint, Protestant; a member of DA V
"She wasn't crying and was Birmingham .. 85
57
42
Wichita ...... 63
1~n a stop sign at the intersec- Post 4, Tampa, and World War very congenial," Witt said later, Boston . . . . . . . 85
59
tion and crashed into the right I Duval Barracks No. 2705. Sur- after taking the blue-eyed inSome temperature extremes
front of their vehicle.
vivors include his \Vidow, Mrs. fant inside and calling police.
from within the United States
Mrs. Hosa was charged with Olga Fulcher, Ruskin; one son,
There were no laundry marks
except Alaska and Hawaii.
running a stop sign. She com- Danyel Fulcher, Ruskin; two
on
the baby's_garments or dirty
Sunday highs of 93 at Yuma.
plained of a minor bruise but daughters. Mrs. Barbara DenAriz., and 90 at Thermal, Calif.
did not require hospitalization. ney, Gibsonton; Mrs. Alice Sear- blanket. Pollee checked her 1
footprints with those on file at
Monday morning lows of 15 at
4 passenger in her car, Robert cy, Jackson vi 1 l e, and eight several
hospitals and n on e
Broadus, Mont., and 18 at
Berger, 17, Tampa, was not in- grandchildren.
matched. The baby, about six I Tampa Community Theatre ! Casper and Sheridan, Wyo., and
jured.
months old, was taken to a is expanding its program to in- Idaho Falls, Idaho.
S a r a s o t a; three sisters, Mrs.
foster home.
elude classes for young people ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Pearl Lenard, Mrs. Vida BoatObserved Will, who works in drama.
"20TH CENTURY"
wright and 1\lrs. Ellie Brown, all
for an auto appliance firm:
A schedule, divided according
HEATING
Q.f Tampa; 10 grandchildren and
"This sort of' thing doesn't to age groups has been an-1
12 great-grandchildren.
happen every day. It kind or nounced by Dir'ector Ron satLof
FOR EVERY HOME
CLIFFORD V. STAPLES
.
.
shakes you up on · Sundaylto get under way Nov. 2.
~
Costa
R1can
Consul
Jose
Cormorning."
The
set-up
will
offer
two
Clifford V. Staples, 62, of
classes in creative d,ramatics
'
3813 Santiago St., died Sunday tina addressed a. meeting Saturafternoon in a Tampa hospital. day of Pan American University
Saturday mornings: one' for
He had been a resident of Tam- Women, l1on<J'i.ing a Costa Rican
childt·en 9-11 from 10 to 11
pa for the past 27 years. He was student sponsored by the club
Ia.m.; the other for 12 to 1~ 1
a native of Portsmouth, Va. Mr.
year-olds, from 11 a.m. until Safe e Fire-safe, een't bu rn
~taples was a retired paymaster and new members.
noon.
Clean • No dust, smoke orfumes
Cortina said the club's projClasses in acting techniques 9uic:k • Direct, in,tent heat
w i t h Seaboard Railroad. He
A. Majestic; styling sets the ''Skyline" solitaire apart from all others. 14K........... $195
t
.,
l
d
d"
f
d
JOHANNESBURG,
South
Afb
.
t
Th
fi
t
s
slon
Convenient e Little or no
0
~as a member of t h e Palma ec
P1ap e_ a see
un er- rica, Oct. 28 (.lP)-Seventy-five egm a . noon .
e rs es.
·
maintenance
B. Splendid diamond highlighted in "Miracle Top" solitaire, 14K gold ......... $150
Geia Presbyterian Church and standing which could blossom as miners, including
10 \\ hites, noon until 1 p.m., is for those
an honorary member of the SeaC.
Distinctive 6-prong diamond solitaire set in rich 14K gold ........................... $295
15
to
18
years
old.
A
class
fm·
•
board Railroad Officers Club, tlme goes on and serve to pro- were trapped today in t11 o cages adults will be from 1 to 2 p.m.
mote
friendly
feelings
between
which
crashed
in
the
shaft
of
Registrations
are
now
being
D. Diamond elegance in this petite 4-prong solitaire, 14K gold ................... $250
( li£e member of Ionic Lodge
2611 DE LEON
101 F.&A.M., Jacksonville; Tam- Costa Rica and the United a gold mine near Carletonville, accepted by the Tampa ComPHONE 872-9901
60 miles southwest of Johannes- munity Theatre for these
~a Ivanhoe Commandery, York States."
NO MONEY DOWN • CONVENIENT TERMS AVAILABLE
Rite, Egypt Temple Shrine. SurThe girl is Cinday Lacaya, buA
r g. · ·
k
classes, open to anyone. A fee
nu111ng company spo es- is charged. Those interested
'l(.lvors include his widow, Mrs.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
call the theatre office.
Kate M. Staples, Tamp11; two who is studying at King High man said one cage with 50 Afl/lust1ations enla111td to show detail
School and resides with Mr. and ricans and 5 whites was trapped _m_a_Y_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
"the easy.c;hair heating system"
prices PNI lox
6jsters, Mrs. G. W. McPherson
. .
.
1,000 fee l below the surface,
· •• 7 R A 1 ' 'DI C K " STOW E RS •
and Mrs. W. H. Cowan; two Mrs. Wllham B. Richardson.
Shop Monday & Friday Nights
and the second with 15 Africans I
Over 1,000 satisfied customer•
}lrothers, C. B. Staples and H.
'Til 9 P.M.
in the Tampa 11rea
. .Mrs. Olga Spoto was in and 5 whites 5,000 feet below
B. Staples. aU of Portsmouth
604 Franklin
Phone 229-2310
A OIYISIO" Of THE 1AL E JEWELIT CO. AMERICA'S LARGEST JEWELEitS
PH. 6 89- UU BR/INOON. FLA .
B,nd several nieces and nephews. charge of presenting new members at the luncheon at the ji
1\IRS. HATTIE E. HARGROVE Palma Ceia Golf and Country
Mrs. Hattie E. Hargrove, 82, Club.
of 3410 Third Ave. S., St. - - - -- - - - - - - Petersburg, died Saturday night
in a Tampa nursing home. A
LURID W.- Funeral •ervices
native of Chauncey, Ga .. a for- CASON.
for Jl.lr. Lurie W. Cason. 69, of 500l
mer resident of Tampa, she had 26th St.. wlll be conducted this afterlived in St. Petersburg for the noon at 4:00 o'clock from the Belmont
past 25 years. Mrs. Hargrove ~:;ro~~~ R~~~uA~1a~~ur6~· a:r~lf'n8 t~~
1
was a member of the Baptist g~!~ ;!intul"~~~r!r/111D~~~fwF~~
neral Home, 3800 Nebraska Ave. In
Church, Chauncey; a member of charge
of arraneements. Remains
the Areme Chapter No. 147 will lie in state at the church from
3:00 o'clock until service time. Pan.
O.E.S., the Daughters of the bearers will be C. R. Jones. 0. L.
Cason Jr.. WIIUe Martin, Cecil Davis,
NUe, Elam Temple No. 76, both Giles
Armstrong and Pat Carlisle.
of Tampa and the Navy Mother's BA.RGROVE, lllRS. BATTm E .- F.;.
Club of St. Petersburg. Survi- neral •ervices for Mrs. Hattie E.

I
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For Children
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9ELECTRIC
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Trapped In
Elevator Fall
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Expert Remodeling - Home lmprovem ent

Funeral Not.·ces

FREE
ESTIMATES

t1t~r~~~~~sb~~~ .0~i1t 1~T~~~~ *~!sd~y

Ralph J. Ray

•
t 60
DleS
a

afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the B.
Mal'ion Reed Co.. Funeral Home,
Plant Avenue at Platt St. Rev. Robert E. Lee, pastor of the Bay8hore
Baptist Church, olliciatlng. Aremie
~~:r~:~ ~0ar ~~~.~et~r~l~1!. corndt~~~
ment will be in Memorial Park Ccmetery,
Petersburg. Pallbearers
are: C. St.
0. Davis Jr.• Gaines Finle,·,
John Carr, Sam Carr, Arthur Stetzel
and Don Stoeeer.
PELAEZ, MRS. MARGA.RITA V.- Funeral services for Mrs. Margarita
~f1\de~e P;!r3·r..r~~d~~ ~~~;~~g.; ~t4

I

Ralph Jackson Ray Sr., 60, of
. d earl Y
a515 E mpe dra d 0, d le
Sunday at his home. A native
Of Dickson, Tenn., a former resident of Jacksonville, he had
lived in Tampa for the past 10
years.
~~c:~~~d!~o'l}u~~~alc~.f:!e, oln~~:e.t\
· Mr. Ray was a department in Woodlawn cemetery. Active pallhead with the Wilson Packing ~.~[;r•~ef!~c.~ II;\~~~\~· ~g~;"r,,~~~;;
Co.; a member of the Palma ~~~~v,Pel~1fn:"dJlp"e"zmajr.~1·~11tl~~
«3eia Presbytel'ian Church and Fuente, Ton:v Traina, Camllo Belro,
yj ce president of the Men's
Armando
Suarez, Arnaldo Pelaez and
Rex
Morgan.
Blble Class; member of Phoenix STAPLES, CLIFFORD v. _ Funeral 1
:Codge No. 131, F&AM, Nash- _A_ services for Mr. Clifford v.
ville; Scottish Rite Valley of ~u:~~~~iu he~·~~~~da~r m~~~~
Detroit, Mich.; Egypt Temple ing at nine-thirty o'clock at the J. L.
Shrine; the Palma Ceia Kiwanis !'.":dd ~n£ 0~~~~t't~e~~:~b~t, 8 \':"~~:
Club; vice chairman of the lfa"i,;',~ lfeia WJ1:!!~~erf~"~hu~~h. 1 ~~
Plant High School Key Club omclate. Interment will be ln Ra.
and was very active in Boy ¥'~~h, ~~,:;li). in 1~~~\.La;;~.~:m6~!J\;
Scout work, having four sons all ......:F..:L:..:o:..:.w:..:E:.:R;;.:.:.
;s ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eagle Scouts.
Survivors include his widow, WEATHERFORD, JA~JES - Funeral I
services for Mr. James Weatherford.
:Mrs. Virginia M. Ray; four sons, 87.
of 8920 Lynn Ave .. will be held
cipt. James S. Ray. Valdosta, Wednesday aftemoon at 4.:00 o'clock
Jennings Funeral Home with
Ga., Roger B. Ray, Tampa, En- at
Bishop Joseph C. Rich, of the Church
Sign Ralph J. Ray Jr., San Fran- of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
offictntlna. Interment will follow in
Glsco, Calif., and W. David Ray, Garden
o£ Memorie~> Cemetery.
Tampa; three sisters, Mrs. Sarah
J. Leonard, Houston, Tex., Mrs.
John E. Bills and Mrs. F. Denton Cope, and a brother, WilHam H. Ray, all of Nashville,
T~nn., and fout· grandchildren.
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EXECUTIVE OFh,;Es: 5414 TOWN 'N COUNTRY BLVD.

Cooper Wins Florida PGA Tourna ment
NAPLES - Pete Cooper, vet- ' Goosie slipped to 73 on the
eran golfer from West Palm final round and finished with
.
277.
Beach, owns the Flonda PGA
Joe Lopez Sr., Sonny Rouse,
Champl·onsht'p today, plus a new Miami Beach, and Dow Finstercompetitive course record for
the Naples Beach club.
B •
Cooper blazed around the
OXIng
6,450-yard par 72 layout yester- SYDNF.Y, N.s. - •ryrone Gardnel',
day in 63 strokes to finish the ~~~~Ge~~~~~; ~h~e'4u~b~c.st~_PP~~iil;;~
ninth annual
Florida PGA tour- won Canadian lightweight title.
.
MANILA - Baby Larona, 113,
nament 1n 269-19 undet• par- nila, outpointed Katsuo Yachlnuma, Ma113.
and beat ru1mer-up J. C. Goosie JaXa'kN~: Guam _ 0 ,.1ando Medina ,
of Largo by eight strokes.
fi1/io,PM~P~~~~;,,"t~-pped Nal'ita KazuCoop~r played sub-par g<>lf MExrco CJ_TY ~ Mantequlila Napoall the w a f
les, 136, 1\lex•co CltY, stopped Pancho
1 e Cancio,
Y or h'IS 26 9 Wh'J
136. Mexico City, 1.

I

1

Curtis
Continues
Comeback

LIQUOR

wald. Jupiter, tied for third with
282 in the bluky field of 227.
Cooper took d own $900 as
first prize money while Goosie
got $650. AI J ohns <>f Punta 1
Gorda and Truman Connell of !
Jupiter finished in a lie for
amateur honors with 286. Johns
won in a sudden death playoff.
Don Curtis of Buffa!<> will
Cooper became the third man
continue his wrestling comeback
to win the tournament twice. at tl~e Fort Homer Hesterly
Other double winners, who did Armory tomonow night in a
not play this year, were Dave battle for the world tag team
Ragan of Tampa and Ted Kroll ! \Vrestling champi-onship
,
oI F 01·t L au d erd a 1e.
COURTIS
AND S o u· l h e r n

• STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 86 8PROOF· HIRAM WALKER &SONS INC PEORIA Ill
·
··
• •
il~!i-:::a~~!iii!~~~;;;;~~~;;;::;

•
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•
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l

\

• .,:\.~....

\

1
\\

FOR
LESS

By CAPT. WILSON HUBBARD
Times Fishing Analyst
BEST BET-MACKE REL AND KINGFISH! Lots of
mackerel and enough kings to make life interesting,
WHERE TO CATCH THEM-The h eaviest concentration of king-fish is located just. off St. Pete Beach.
Boats caught up to 20 kin-gs per boat yesterday on live
bait. Good catches of spanish mackerel were reported
all the way from Honeymoon Isle to Anna Maria with
average catches running 10-30 mackerel to the boat.
The hottest area for mackerel rigllt now, however, is just
west of the bar on the north point of Anna Maria where
yesterday's catches per boat went like this: 103-124-8369-20-54 and so for·t11. This is number of mackerel
and not total pounds caught.
HOW TO CATCH THEM-Most of the kingfish are
still being caught on live bait. Sardine minnows, slow
troiJed or still fshed, are the most popular bait. But a
few smart sportsmen are using large 6-10 inch greenbacks for bait and chumming with smaller sardines.
Needless to say, this combo Is proving to be a killer. The
huge catches of spanish mackerel made off Anna Maria
are being caught on single 0 and No. 16 Clark squid
spoons or small Capt. Action sp1,1ons, trolled just under
the surface. When the fish are this hot, you don't have : :
to rig a deep line to get them.
TIP FOR THE DAY-When using lures for m ackerel, make sure the lure is shiney (no corrosion) and the ·:·:
hook is not rusty.

champion Eddie Gra_ham will
meet the team champwn Assassins, who have a valet in their
corner, in a two out of three
falls match, time limit one hour,
which caps a program of f-our
events arranged by Promoter
Cowboy Luttrall to start at 8:30
o'clock.
Curtis returned to action last
week for the first lime since
1
being sidelined on Aug. 3 when
he and Tex Riley met the Assassins. Last week the New
Yorker proved he was back in
peak form when he and Graham
won a one-fall match from the
Assassins.
BOB ORTON, t he Big 0 of
wrestling, will try to add Ch ief
Crazy Hot·se. muscular Indian
from Oklahoma to his list of
victims. Crazy Horse is undefeated in six Tampa matches ··i
while Orton will be trying for
his fourth victory here.
Mark Lewin of Buffalo will
try for his second win when he
meets Karl <Killer) Kox of
Kalamazoo. The opener will
match Lord Nelson Royal of
England and Steve Bolus of
Buffalo.

Walker's ·Deluxe

They can taste the extra flavor of the extra years

and

Usually

BEAT

All Local Adv.

Liquor Prices

4.65 Fla. Resale

OLD THOMPSON
BLENDED
WHISKEY
35.88
CASE
OF 12
1.85 Value

6.15

HIGll TIDE
11:17 a.m.
11:56 p .m.

~n~r ~~i~~~o~re•ofrr'~ve~as~::riy ~~~:

Nichols, 5-4. Lil DeBee over Jan Newcomer, 2-up.

Re~le

ANCIENT
AGE 6 YR.

P.M.
.1\linor Major
2:40
9:00
3:30
9:50
4:20
10:40
5:10
6:05
7:05
8:05

STR. KY.
BRB.

5.20 Fla. Sugg.

Solunar Tables

Clyde Sussex over Chet Smith, 19th
hole. First fligh t--William Miller over
Kenneth Beno. 3-2. Joe Hale over Bill
M aschinot, 3-2.
Women: Championship flight-Marty
Cansler over Elaine Sox, 2-up. Mary

VERMOUTH

FULL QUART

LOW TIDE
5:22 a.m.
5:44p.m.

A.M.
October
Minor Major
29 Tuesday .. .•• , • . . 2:25
8:30
30 Wednesday ..••••• 3:15
9:20
31 11lursday .. . •.•.. 4:05
10:10
November
1 Friday . . . . . • . . . . . 4:45
11:00
2 Saturday . . . . . • . . . 5:45
11:55
3 Sunday .. •. .••. , . 6:40
12:25
4 Monday .......... 7:40
1:25

Sweet or Dry

GLENMORE

Tomorrow's Tides

M~~r~eCh~~~ionJ~~~ n~~~:he7d, D~;2~

•

MEET

We

Always

Ambassador

The Silver Lake men's golf
championship moved into t h e
final round yesterday with Dave
Mcintyre and Clyde Sussex
meeting next Sunday for the
title round.
In the women's division, Marty
Cansler and Mary Ellen Sussex
gained the finals.
Mcintyre defeated Jack Shipherd 3-2, while Sussex was winning over Chet Smith on the
l9th hole.
The results:

Real bourb on peopl e reach for

3015 GRAND CENTRAL

Fishing Barometer
(The Darker the Fisb: the Better the Fishinf)

Silver Lake Golf
Meets Enter Finals

\

DISCOUNT
LIQUOR

11:30
12:55
1:55

STR. KY. BOURBON
·: I

Weather Outlook

CASE
OF 12

Partly cloudy through Tuesday, variable winds 5-15
m .p.l1. High: 85. Low: 65.

41.88

5

Ump at Dog Track
Ed Hurley, American League
umpire, will be a special guest
at the Tampa Greyhound 'I'rack
.
thts week.
HURLEY MAY be joined by
several other umpires for Vari~
ety Night which will be held
Races will be held
over each of the five courses
at the track and the leading
stars will compete at 5/16-mile
for a trophy to be presen ted by
Hurley.
A racing collision on Saturday night may shorten the raeing career of Inaugural Cham-

SELF SERVICE

pion Flying Power, owned by
MEANS
Huron Kennel.
1 LOWER PRICES
F lying Power, favorite in the
Tampa Kennel Prevue S take,
PRICES GOOD
was in a collision at the turn
and injured a shouldet· muscle.
THRU
TUES.,
OCT. 29
HEAVY ROCK, owned by
A. W. Kulchinsky, wound up
the surprise winner in the race
7.15 Fla.
which saw Guy Bagli, TV sports
commentator, make the trophy
award.
1
Heavy Rock paid $115.80 to
win and combined with Real
Challenge, owned by Huron, for
a 2-7 q u in i e 1 a which paid
$171.60. Berra, owned by G. A.
Alderson, finished t hird.

HOUSE
OF LORDS
UMP. SCOTCH)

Entries
Tonirht's Enlrle&

Gia1ct~5 1 ~tJsh~lrd•,!-~~e~~~tt~;le-

1. Vivi

~: ~~~W .fc~:

5. Apache Pass

~: ~Fa;~~1Jn"~dy

~: ~~~~~~~:~~t

~- fr~':-'li~r Drive
4. Rockln Mollie
B. Nova Mar
EIGHTH RACE-Flve-sLxt eeoths mile

1:1~·b~1e: :
5. Wee Jon
4. Retoucher Mar 8. Why Red
2. Blanchard
6. West Side Story
SECOND RACE-Five-sixt eenths mile 3. R . F. Spike
7. Hannah Mar
-Grade C (second hal£ dally double)! 4. ~d Jackson
~- M~zak
1. Carrizo
5. Jasco
/ NINT H RACE-Ftve-s•xt eenths mile
2. Dick Dawson
6. Sadie Mack
-Grade A:
~: u:;d~:i~m~r,ey ~: ~~~~~Zelia

THIRD RACE-Flve-sixt eenths m ile
- Grade E:
J. Fernwood Boy
S. Sin Sox
2. Mighty Tip
6. Cactus Niblet
3. Precious Queen 7. HI Mom
4. Camera Bug
8. R. F. Effie
FOURTH RACE - Five-sixteenths
mile-Grade D:
J. Bosa Nova
5. Peppy Lou
2. Bill's Bomber
6. Sissy's Shadow
1 3. Core Empire
7. Bluest Luck
4
'FW~N81~ACE-F~ve~~i~~~enths mile
-Grade r:
1. Sara'ta Egg King 5. Kooi Ranger
2. Jazzola
6. Rex lriR
3. Jan's Cutie
7. Heddy Hasit
4. Minor Mist
8. Wild Western
SIXTH RACE-Five-sixt eenths mile
- Grade ll :
1. Cherokee Hulou 5. Rudy Duty
2. My Friend Lou 6. Imperial Gossip
3. Shy Speaker
7. Realtone
4. Gator Land
8. Mac Stetch
SEVENTH RACE-Three-eighths m lle
-Grade C:
1. Trite
5. Vel F're

Resale

~: ~~~~~r.':l;
3. Creole Ja_zz

~: R~~~ w:~~~?ex

7. Sought After
8. Valorelta
'fENT H RACE-Five-sixt eenths mile
-Graqe A:
.
I. Uahan L ace
5. Dasiun4( Dan
2. Mar Valentine
6. Good Ttming
3. Wicket Sally
7. T immy Hagen
4. Old Hurl
8. Duchess Mar
ELEVENTH
RACE - Three-eighths
mlie-Gl'ade B:
I. Haskelbac
5. Dream Date

55.95
I

Case
of 12

~ 4- Top Gua1 d

3:4. ~i~~d~;:~P
Rocket Lucy

~: ~~!;~ie

8. Jewel Clair

KENNEl. STANDINGS
(30 Da7 Period)
Kennell
Win P lace Sbow
W. C. Groves ........ 35
Huron Kennel . ..• . .. . 34
R. E. Thomas
. • . .. . 33
A. W. Kulchlnsky ..... 32
G. A. Alderson ........ 29
C. H. Scott ... . ..••... 24
J a mes Gallaiher .... . 22
Cecil Austin
. .. .. . 20
L. llf. Kirkpatrick . . . . 19

4.50 Value

I GIN or VODKA
8.15 Jamai,an Coffee Liqueur

TIA MARIA

s

I i IJ! ·1 1,;, ii (3

uI3,;, -

5.85 Value

OLD FLORIDA
Light or Dark

RuM

47.88
Case of
12 Quarts
FULL
QUART
e

Man with a problem: New big car and 'till good tires from fast
year's compact. The simple solution to this problem is to sell the
smaller tires for 'cash with a Tribune-Times Want Ad. Tribune-Times
Want Ads provide the ideal way for turning any no longer needed
item into cash, and they are low in cost and fast acting. To place
your ad phone 223-4911.

TRIBUNE·
TIM·ES
WAN T ADS

Balanc:e Front
Wheels linc:lud·
ing weights)
e Align front end
e Camber, Cll$ter, toe in
e Lubricate c:hassis
• Adlust and In·
spec
t brakes,
C heck
lining • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "HANK BAILEY"
cylinders, add
fluid
Pioneer's Alignment Foreman
"TOP VALUE STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE"

Pioneer's Own

PIONEER

Free Parking
Personalized
On Our Lot
Fillanc:ing "We Service What We Sell" Rear of Store
Tampa and Washington St1.

$9 12-Yr. Imp. Scotch

BELL'S ROYAL VAT
4.50 Charred Oak

8 YR. STR. BRB.

16

Brother·in-Law
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WEATHER UNSEASONABLY MILD IN EAST AND SOUTH

Of Philip Dies

br;1:~:~:!~~F~~~:lt~~~
t
h
·
.
D
.
f
1·
R
I
tt
.
Spotty Rainfall Gives LI e e I e I n r0 U Q ff~\~~in:~i~~~rtd~~~ac~~~:r!~~

most of the northern half of the at the root of Big Pocono Moun- measurable rainfall in 16 days, ·sho~ers tomorrow. Yesterda~'s ,ed to be full by Wednesday.
nation, appeared headed for 1 tain in the resort area near .10 inches, was reported in readmg of 83 was a record h~gh IN THE MIDWEST, fires
i1
thr
d
for the date. New Jersey, wtth- b
most sections from northern Stroudsburg. Heaviest rainfall in Rochester and Buffalo.
m e
ee square
a
urne ofover
Texas and southeast Oklahoma the state was .45 inches in Erie. In 0 h.10, wh'tch nee d s heavy, out. anyt rain for
and woods
underbrush
. area
f • ret 24 days
steady rains to b r e a k the ported empera ures 0 81 m southwest of Detroit. But Weathnortheastward through the Ohio
1
'd th
ff' · 1
B
27.
drought lighter rain fell in Newark, a record for Oct.
THE FIRE DANGER · N
Valley and New England
e coo er ureau o ICia s sat
.
.
. .
•
m ew
Light rain sprinkled areas York State's forestlands con- Cleveland, Cmcmnatt and Zanes- Most of the 1,100 restdents of er weather appeared to have
Y SJ? •
Unseasonably mild_ weather in western and central Pennsyl- tinued, with 21 new blazes yes- ville. The .19 inches of precipi- Mt. Orab, in southeast Ohio, eased drought conditions in some
c:o~ered ~road arets 1~ ~astern 'Vania but 27 new ftres flared terday and a total of 62 burning. tation in the Cleveland area ~oined over the weekend in areas. In Iowa, hit by dry weath~uilding 3.5 miles of emergency er, nearly 50 acres of pasture~ na-1across the state 's woodlands, The .02 inches of rain in Albany broke a 27-day dry spell.
~n sou t er~ par; 0
~mpera u;Oes eight more than were r eported ended 23 days of rainless weath-1 Washington, D.C., has had 29 !water pipeline to the town's res- land near Sioux City burned beon ~~ ~
e d sh.aghn uppekr f s, Saturday. One fire yesterday er, the longest recorded dry rainless days but there is a ervoir from Lake Grant. The fore the fire was brought under
~attin~e
1
1
· expect • cont ro.
· near1Y dry, lS
· 'lity of Wl'del y scatt ered )~teservolr,
the Cl·ty, Tl1e r·1rst -posstbi
·
mar s or swept th rough a bout 700 acres spe11 m
g . recor
~
Oct.
27

. _CHICA:GO, O~t. 28 IA'I L1ght ram, the ftrst measurable
amounts in weeks, . dampened
P a r c he d areas m eastern
drought section_s today_ but a£tforded only mmor reher from
ell
the prolonged dr

·

I

ala.

I

The U.S. Weather Bureau said
that the spotty rainfall yesterday from the Ozarks northeastward-to the northern Appalachians and in parts of New York
State did little to relive the severe drought conditions. The
only substantial rains, the bureau said, splashed along the
Ohio River in Indiana and Kentucky, with up to about one inch.

.
Freezmg weather was reported in some northern areas this
morning including central and
eas tern M•ont ana, eastern I d abo,
Wyoming and the extreme northern Great Lakes region It was
·
.
.
near freezmg m suburban areas
of Chicago.
The 50s and 60s prevailed in
most of the east and southern
half of the nation with the 70s
in the southwest desert region
·and a 1ong th e Gu lf coas t .

Berthold was married to Princess Theodora of Greece and
Denmark, a sister of Prince
Phi 1 i p husband of Britain's
.
.
Queen Ei-tzab e th .
Berthold was bemg dnven
from his castle at Baden-Baden
.
il
to Salem Castle, the fam Y restdence, when he suffered the attack.
N 0 5 precious stones, fino
AM
0
0 1
watches, gold j~welrY. Inspect our used
jewelry from our loan dept. &kl ' estsattes.
503 Fran '"
•
JEWELRY,
MILLS In
or Tampa"
the Banking settlon
"L•••t•d

THE QUALITY and PERFORMANCE c~~~L~Ac
YET THE PRICE OF ACOMPACT!

TODAY'S L I G H T showers
were in areas associated with
a cold frontal system extending
from c e n t r a 1 New England
southwestward to A r k a n s a s.
Showers were in prospect during the day from southeast Texas into Maryland, areas included in the vast drought belt
which extends from the southErn plains into New England.
The drought and forest fires
have caused millions. of dollars
damage to crops and property.
Cool weather, which covers

THAT'S

c

CURTIS MATHES 1964 LINE OF TV's
COLOR TV's and HOME THEATRES
I

I

•

2-Party
Action Due
On Rights

COMPARE THE PRICE

PERFORMANCE

THESE· ARE THE FACTS!

WASHINGTON, Oct. 28 IA'I President Kennedy gets the answer today to his request for
bipartisan agreement on a civil
rights bill.
The House Judiciary Committee is due to vote tomorrow on
a bill Kennedy fears is too controversial to pass. Whether it
can be blocked depends on the
success of an intensive selling
campaign by the administration.
Since Thursday, when Kennedy won a postponement of the J
crucial committee vote, the Justice Department has been ne- 1
gotiating with House Republican
leaders to see how strong a bill
they will accept.
A BUSY round or weekend
meetings with Rep. William M.
McCulloch, R-Ohio, ranking Republican on the Judiciary Committee, who kept in close touch
by telephone w i t h minority
leader Charles A. Halleck of Indiana, led to cautious hopes an
11greement might be possible.
Democratic 1 e a d e r s were
scheduled to meet.with Kennedy
late today to find out what the
GOP position is and d e c i d e
whether they can join in it.
The bill Kennedy objects to
is a 10-point omnibus measure
a judiciary subcommittee superimposed on the administration's
original seven-part package.
IT STRENGTHENS all the administration proposals and includes a section autho1·izing
powers for the attorney general
that Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy has called "dangerous."
The administration's efforts
have been devoted to inducing
both Democrats and Republicans on the committee to support a bill patterned more closely on its original package.
It has met difficulty r r o m
both s i d e s, the Republicans
balking on political grounds and
the Democrats on s t r a t e g i c
ones.
A MAJORITY or committee
Democrats feels it is best to
take the strongest possible bill
to the House floor and make
any compromises there. They
feel their strategy is just as
sound as the administration's
and resent being forced to yield
to the administration view.
U n t i 1 t h e administration
launched its last-ditch campaign to b I o c k the subcommittee bi11, a bipartisan majority on the committee was determined to approve it.
But if the President puts his
power and prestige behind an
agreement with the Republican
House leadership it will be all
but impossible for the committee to disregard it.

- QUALITY - ·DEPENDABILITY -

COMPLETELY* HA.ND WIRED CHASSIS
FULL YEARS GUARANTEE ALL PARTS
GENUINE WOOD CABINETRY
25,000 VOLTS OF PICfURE POWER
3-STAGE WIDE-BAND IF
e KEYED AGC CONTROL
e HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO CIRCUIT
• SUPER SENSITIVE .FOUR-WAFER TUNER
• WIDE BAND VIDEO AMPLIFIER
e AlL C.M. SETS ARE ALL CHANNEL MODELS

•
•
•
•
•

IN A BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED MODERN

CABINET IN GENUINE WALNUT
Televlslon's finest coto~·lV chassis is !tie CMC 15, boosting 25,000 volts of reoulat.d plcture power, Tht CM<:
15 incorporates power transformer, 3-stage wide·band IF, byed AGC and the !"rfect combination of hand•
wired and "unitized" etched circuits (10ch used whore it ~rvu best) to provide pralong.d, trouble-free perform•
once.
The Brawny and powerfut new Curtis Mathes tuner Is ullra•sensitive, gathering lh• sfn1ngelf possible signal • , •
even in usually weak-reception fringe areas. With permanent fine tuning, the CM tuner permits you to tune,
and then hold each channel one time, with no additional nMd Ill tune again.
luiiHn, automatic color control in the CMC 15 chassis in<:orporates high fidelity color video amplifier for per•
feet color balance and truer color tones and hues than ever before possible.
To make certain each Curtis Mathes Color Television unit will be the finest moMy
can buy, the best components mad. are utilized in its manufacture, Then, 10ch
CM Color set is subjected to a continuous 24·hour "lift test" under arduous con•
All Channel UHf T - ()ptioMI . . .U Cvrtfs Ma1foe1 Me4e1a
ditions before it is shipped from the factory,

$

39995

THE PREMIERE

CURTIS MATHES COLOR TV CHASSIS

THE RICHLAND
Curtis Mathes Color Television ar Color Canvertibl• Television. A. modern design cabinet of genuint Walnut
venurs and hardwood solids. The Richland Model is
available at all Tyree's stores now, • ,

·.·· ..
. .._
~

...... -

THE CONCORD
Early Amricon styling crafted of genuine Maplt ¥en•e ers and hardwood solids. The Concord model i1 avail•
able in Color Television or Color Convertible Television.
See this beautiful set now at all Tyree's stores,

THE MARTINIQUE
/

The elegonl
of genuine
Martinique
Convertible
display.

model styled in French Provincial Cabi"etry
c·~erry veneers and hardwood solids. The
is available in Color Television or Color
Television. Tyree's has oil these models on

THE BRENTWOOD
This distinctive Madern styling is enhanced by the §ell•
vine Walnut veneers and hardwood solids. Tambour
sliding doors add to its outstanding beauty. Tht Brent•
wood is Color Television or Color Convertible Television
ot its finest. A masterpiece of crofllmanship available
Cll Tyree's,

Curtis M:lthes

20 Earthquakes
Hit in Day
In California
PASADENA, Calif., Oct. 28 1
A series of at least 20
earthquakes-eight of them described as being strong enough
to cause damage-were reported
in Southern California yesterday.
There were no rep or t s of
damage from the tremblors,
which seismologist Dr. Charles
Richter of the California Institute of Technology here said
were centered within a 180-mile
r adius of Los Angeles.
The strongest of the temblors
r ecorded magnitudes ranging
from 4.2 to 4.8 on the Richter
Jcale.

95

(IJPD -

·ROACHES?

Dale Mabry Shopping Center

North Gate Shopping Center

1213 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 253-3465

8879 N. Florida Ave.
Ph. 935·2181

•
TERMS
•
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL 1964
EASY

CLEARWATER

LAKELAND

1901 E. Hillsboro

1408 E. Cleveland

LAKELAND HOME
APPLIANCE CO.

Ph. 237-3989

Ph. 446·1 024

228 S. Florida
Ph. 682·0161

Call Terminix 835-131 1
,I

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

46 River near

1 Goes on
6 Group of
: families
10 Snare
1 14 Apportion
15 Newspaper
section
16 Hawaiian
seaport
17 Harlan
Fiske18 Undivided
entity
19 Ellipsoidal
20 Scatter seed
21 t<:rudite
23 In case that
25 "Once In Love
With_.,
26 Bronze coin
27 Bivalve
, molluslc
29 Long,
v€hement
speech
32"White Collar
worker
33 Minute
quantity
34 Dramatist
Elmer····
36 Razor
sharpener
40 Sparoid
food fish
. 41 Distinguish•
ing feature
43 W. African
country
,44 Piece of
paper

I

I

Pisa
47 Gain by
service
48 Duly equipped
50 Cautioned
52 "Disputed

------·''

55 Put trust in
56 Disposed

S
T
A
R
T

Saturday's Puzzle Solved:
H'AH A
A G (!
ccl I
R 0 T
0 v E R
A R E N

II 0 R
0 S A
R
LA
E L I
G I V E
I R E N
SA R

p E N

s

E R R
T y
C
S LA
H E B
M 0
B U T
uR L
S
0
S E 0
A G
T E

U A
I
T
E

57 Tille (abb)
c
58 Mode of dress
sp A0E
59 Spanish hero
WA T E R
62 Above
A l 0 N E
64 Nobleman
G E NT S
66 Hard durable
10 Thomas Cabb)
wood
11 Competitor
68 Sour, black·
12 San Antonio
ish fruit
building
69 Injuri-ous
13 Coral
70 Place for
22 Without
target
active
practice
properties
71 Apodal
24 Strikes out
fishes
26 Outdoor
72 Declare not
people
to be true
27 Gertrude
73 Woody
plants
28 Affair of
chance
DOWN
29 Russ. news1 Young woman
gathering
2 Singing voice
agency
3 Leisurely
30 Skin
4 Unit of weight
irritation
5 Cooked by
31 Debauchee
simmering·
32 Timid
6 Pie covering
35 SuI tan's
7 Unaccompanied
decree
8 New Zealand 37 Bay-colored
tribe
38 Monster
9 Observation
39 Body of water

A
l A lA E T E R
L E s s E E
R 0 L
p L~
E E
II
R I V E Ri
us I NESS
R E T
S E S
T E L A
S
NA C R E
A R
S T E M
H I v E
GE
E S
E v E R
S T
R E L y

DR. ALVAREZ ON HEALTH
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LAW SCHOOL CEREMONY

3

Judge Hodges Mar,ches in Capital

Wives Blamed For
Marriage Failures

By ART BEAUCHAMP
Times Staff Writer

42 ·····of
London
45 Two or more
draft animals
49 Arrived at
a settlement
51 Lake in
Africa
52 Suspense
53 Edible fruit
54 Kind of
pigeon
55 Acquire
fresh
strength
58 Smile
broadly
59 Geometrical
solid
60 Gloomy Dean
61 Coloring
matters
63 Not elsewhere
specified
<abb)
-65 Welcome!
67 Exclude

MOB

money can't buy" better head·
ache powders. So why pay more

-insist on Goody'sJ

SEE AND HEAR .IT TODAY!

NEW HORIZONS IN
Just a Kid

LIFE BEGINS AT 40

LENOX, Mass. (t)JlD - Mrs.
Rose Dolan, 100, has a "baby"
sister, Mrs. Robert Hugg, who
is a mere 90.

SQUARED
RIDI,NG STABLE
Horseback
Riding

S GHT n SOU

$150

Per Hr.

Special Rates for Large GrouPS

e HAYRIDES
e HORSES BOARDED
Ph. 988-2773
Go East on F"owler Ave. w Wil·
Iiams Road. (41/z Mi . E. of USF)

TALl: GALS
LOOK LIKE A MODEL
We have everything for your complete campus wardrobe. Sizes 8·20 .
1726 5. DALE MAIIRY
254-2741
TAMPA, FLORIDA

oni"AY

FOUR -IN· ONE PLEASUR'E CHEST OF
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

Dogs Offer Human
Level of Devotion
By ROBERT PETERSON
If dogs were extremely rare

and cost $100,000 apiece, imagine
the envy we would generate
toward those kings and tycoons
who could afford one.
.
Or consider our react10n if
dogs were as extinct as dodo
b~rds. We would read in natur~l
history books how t~ese beaut!ful, d e v o t e d ammals once
roamed the eart;tt and we'd find
ourselves yearnmg on . occas~on
to return to an era m which
man could again enjoy the companionship of such a creature!
But, alas, dogs are all too
available. They abound in such
numbers that lovable mongrels
can generally be had for the
asking. They are thus the inno·
cent victims of our human tendency to disregard that which is
cheap and abundant.
A DOG'S obedience and faithfulness are truly remarkable.
His master may be the most
eminent or the most miserable

•...............

l(r \1

ALL WEEK

fil ~fUlO@r.Jl~
H <?) lnJ
U\.1 ~

SPECIAL

•

DARK COTTONS
$soo. s1ooo. $12oo
Sizes 7 to 15 - 8 to 20
and 12 Y2 to 24 1/z

of humans, yet he reains true.
Just the other night I saw a
frail derelict shuffling along the
street obviously without money
or friend? in the world .except
f~r a faithful dog trailing at
h1s heels who regarded his tattered forlorn master as the
most' important person in the
world.
It's as though the Good Lord
in His wisdom decided that a
loyal, companionable creature
should be made available to fill
the emotional vacuum destined
to descend from time to time
on His frail creation of Man.
Dogs can be a great source
of comfort at any age, but they
acquire added significance in retirement when children move
away and opportunities for human companionship diminish.
A DOG IS his own excuse for
being and offers limited practical values. He cannot operate
the lawnmower, do the shopping,
give milk for our breakfast, answer the doorbell, or sing.
But his presence in the household adds to our security, for
burglars rarely break into
homes where there are dogs.
His need for exercise prompts
his owner to get out of the
house and get some exercise
himself.
He promotes social interaction, for a genuine camaraderie
springs up among people who
own dogs.
And, most important, he offers
an almost human level of companionship, for of all the lower
creatures dogs most closely resemble m an in virtues of understanding, affection, and cooperation.
SOME REFUSE to own a dog
for they say they cannot bear
the thought of losing him . But
this is almost like saying we
don't want a new friend because we're not sure of having
him forever.
A dog has a normal life span
of about 15 years, and some
reach 20. The satisfactions derived over this considerable
stretch of years far outweigh the
ultimate grief.
When we lose a dog the best
therapy is to go out - the same
day if possible - and acquire
a new one. There's no better
way of banishing our sense of
loss.
Having a dog won't appeal to
everyone. But it's a cinch that
many who presently close their
minds to the idea could greatly
enrich their satisfaction if they
brought one into their lives.
IF YOU would like a booklet
"65 Ways of Finding More Fun
in Retirement" write to this column in care of The Tampa
Times enclosing a stamped, self.
addressed envelope and ten
cents to cover handling costs.
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It's All a Part of Education

Since the inception of this editorial page, the Campus Edition
has had a weekly task of reviewing and commenting on events
about the campus - events students are talking about. That is,
we hope students are talking about
them.
We have passed our half-way
mark for the trimester in this age
old perogative of newspapers, and
have found that an evaluation is
needed. After only eight issues
(counting this one) we seem to
have compiled a record . other papers took years to build. The paper
and its · staff has been called
biased, its reporting slanted, its
columnists illogical and unloyal,
and the general coverage unequal.
With great world crises arising
every day and threatening the
American way of life, this paper
has been busying itself with athletics and dress regulations, according to recent letter-writers.
Others comment that their education is the important thing, not
controversies supposedly · created
by a newspaper to gain readership.
But what these people do not see
is that part of one's education is
derived from contact with others on
campus. We should be concerned
with world crises, but we, as students, cannot neglect the problems
on this campus. They are nearer
at hand, of direct concern to us,
and within our capacity to solve.
If we cannot work together - and
argue together-as the small community that we comprise, then
how can we expect to work together in the larger society after grad-

uation? This is all part of the education in a university.
What students are talking about
is newsworthy. It is newsworthy
because it is important. The problem which confronts the paper is
finding out just what the students
are talking about. Judging from
the number of letters received
about the wearing of shorts, this
was a topic of discussion around
the campus. But on other issues
we are not so sure.
The newspaper is beginning to
use student polling as a means of
ascertaining what p e o p 1 e here
think is important. This has been
pointed out by journalists as a good
method of collecting data - if re·
liable - and an excellent means
of gaining readers and the results
should be ready for publication
near the end of the trimester.
In preliminary discussion, many
campus staff members said that
any amount of polling would only
point up the fact of an apathetic
student body.
This seems to be a popular
scapegoat..If . there is not a big
turnout for a dance it's because of
the indifferent student body. If no
one reads the newspaper, well,
that's to be expected from such
students. And when the student association can't seem to do anything,· it's because the students
aren't behind them.
Well, maybe no one has taken
the time to see just what the stu·
dents do want. The newspaper is
trying to take time, and if this
isn't a part of education then we
don't know what the word. means.
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University Must Meet Fund Goal
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~~ dents, and having over 600

d faculty a n d administrative
each person's
~~ share in this drive is less than
\ a dollar.
k~l Let's Face It is the theme
~ of USF's drive. It is more
~ than appropriat~. As Dr. Dont1 ald Rose, chairman of the
~ mathematics department and
~ campus leader for the United
~ Fund drive, said, "The com~ munity has responded favor~~ ably to USF and her needs,
[J. and we should' take this op~~ portunity to reciprocate."
~
"Present contributions give
~ an impression of lack of ap~ ~reciation f o r the communlli 1ty's help on ·the part of the
faculty and staff. It's disW,,,~ couraging, " he added.
H We agree with Dr. Rose
t~ that contributions to date are
E discouraging. As the theme
~ says, Let's Face It. We can't
~ afford not to.
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UNITED Fund Picket Nelda
Fountain asks students to give
the "United Way." - (USF
Photo)
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To Most Fall Means Football
It's that time of year again.
The time when winter is just
around the corner and football is
in the minds of every high school
and college student.
The time when dreamy-eyed
young men see themselves scoring
on a 99-yard run while their girl
sits on the sidelines oohing and
ahhing.
The time when alumni gather
in barbershops and restaurants to
brag about the good old team of
'37 and how it could easily have
polished off these undersized gridders of today.
It is a time, too, for the coach
to look at his past record, to look
at the administrator who holds his
contract, and then to look at the
heavens for a miracle in the form
of a winning season.
It is a time for all of these
things, but it is a time for much
more.
During the weekends teams are
off playing inter-state rivals they

have practiced for all week. And
loyal students glue their ears and
eyes to radio and television sets
in the dorms and student unions to
get first-hand information on what
they hope to be a team victory.
Then comes the annual homecoming game. After weeks of playing out of state, the team has a
home game and appropriate celebrations are in order. Bonfires,
skits, fireworks, fraternity parties, parades and the crowning of a
homecoming queen are all part of
the festivities.
The band, which has been faithfully following the football team,
gives its all in some big halftime
extravaganza. Not to mention the
team which is undoubtably "fired
up" for this memorable occasion.
Yes, this is the big weekend on
many campuses throughout the
country. It is a time eagerly awaited by thousands of students.
But here at USF students look
forward to mid-term exams.
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Decker Off Fund-Raising

...___..

By KAY KEATING
of the Campus Staff
Dr. Robert J. Decker, former director
of student affairs at USF, has become the
first American president of a school in
Africa. This fall he has taken up duties
as president of the Universite' Congolese
in Stanleyville, Congo.
According to recent articles in the
New York Times and Le Progres du
Congo, this month the first of the pre·
university classes will begin study in the
Athene Royale buildings, those of a former high school for children of Belgian
administrators. Decker Is doing fundraising work for the new buildings of
the Universite'.
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FIFTY STUDENTS were chosen from
over 250 applicants. They come from all
corners of the Congo, from Rawanda,
Burundi, and the Sudan. The Universite'
Congolese has been founded by the Congo
Protestant Council with the aid of the
American Technical and Agricultural
Foundation, also a Protestant group
primarily. But the students at the new
college are Protestant, Catholic and
Moslem.
The staff of the Unlversite' has a
rather international character. Both
Decker and the vice-rector, Ben C.
Hobgood, are American Protestant mis·
sionaries. The six full time professors
come from Switzerland, Greece, Lebanon, Germany, Portugal and the Congo.
. The Congolese is one of the first University professors from the Congo and
is the son of Jason Sendwe, leader of the

I
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Balubakat party and now president of
the North Katanga Province.
FINANCING IS ALSO international.
Money has been raised by the Cong{)
Protestant Council. The government of
the Congo will put up a part of the money. Protestant churches and governments
of West Germany, the. Netherlands and
other European countries are expected
to contribute funds, also. The Universlte'
is looking to the United States to secure
money for library and science equipment and eventually to begin construction of permanent buildings.
According to vice-rector Hobgood,
"Instead of the Middle Age curriculum
still taught in those universities (the
other two established already in the
Congo), we hope to develop a program
which will be oriented toward the realities of African life. We happen to think
our students should study African history,
Mrlcan economics and African culture
just as much as European history and
liter a ture."
A FRESHMAN CLASS will begin work
at the Universite', it is now planned, in
the fall of 1965.
Dr. Decker's wife and three ~hildren
accompanied him to the Congo. The family had lived there prior to 1959 when
Dr. Decker came to USF. During those
years Dr. Decker was a Methodist minister and missionary in the Congo. His
father was also a missionary in the
Sierra Leone area and Decker, thus, has
spent a large part of his forty years in
Africa.

Bool\: Studies Life of Hemingway
Ernest Hemmingway by Philip Young,
(1959, University of Min.Desota, 41 pp.)
Ernest Hemingway by Philip Young
is a brief but penetrating seareh into
the man, the author and the author's
style. The 41 page pamphlet, a University of Minnesota reprint 'on American writers on sale Q1 the bookstore, is
a fairly comprehensive look at Hemingway's novels, short stories, personal life
and influence on th~ American literary
scene .
Young tells how the Hemingway hero
was first created through Hemingway's
first book of short stories in the character of Nick Adams. In every other
Hemingway writing the hero is Adams
with a different face. Each Nick-like
hero has a deep psychological scar; he

Biographer Uses
· 'Excellent' Style
Henry James by Leon Edel, (1960,
University of Minnesota, 41 pp.)
This author bridged the gap between
the old world and the new. "He opened
his eyes of childhood upon European
lawns and gardens; nevertheless, he was
returned to Manhattan when he was just
learning to walk." A man with two coun·
tries and full of the history and pains of
both, he wrote history of the times into
the life of his characters where it be·
longs. He made his living strictly with
his pen. He was devoted to his art and
his meticulous style gained his passport
to posterity.
HIS PROSE was fresh and clear at
first, just as this country was u It
emerged from isolation. His style became increasingly weighted and complex
as the relations between the Europeans
and the Americans became more intri·
cate and involved. Mter 50 years of pro·
lific writing, his career ended as Europe
and America plunged into the first World
War.
His works are full of variety, failure,
disillusion and greatness similar to the
decadence of the old world and the power of the new, with its material values
and urban morals. The Golden Bowl portrays the reconstructed firm foundation
of alliances between the Europeans and
the Americans, just as The American
Scene reveals his feelings of turmoil at
the beginning of the unrest between his
two worlds.
THE BIOGRAPHER, Leon Edel of
the University of Minnesota in Pamphlets
of American Writers number four, tells
in a moving, detailed manner the life of
Henry James with all of the awareness
and sensitivity of a great writer. A revival and new respect for Henry James'
works has led to their reproduction even
in paper back form.
As with many great talents of the
past, his genius has been realized and
related to that of Shakespeare. His book
The American is being read on campus
now with a new approach to the underlying story of the conscience and soul
of this nation.-JANICE GASKIN.

is a social outcast who has no chance
for happiness in the world.
PHILIP YOUNG TRACES Hemingway's life and shows how the artist's
personality developed. The wounds his
heroes suffered Hemingway himself endured. Each experience went into forming his literary background. His wartime
efforts were courageous, having been
wounded 15 times and almost blown to
pieces when he was eighteen. The psychological scars which he endured turn
up in his story heroes.
Mr . Young points out that the Hemingway style, especially dialogue, is
masterful. It is ". . . concise repetitive
prose - clean, free of cliche' .• ." Today
he is one of the most imitated writers.
He also discussed Hemingway in
terms of his effect on society. He has
paralleled him with Mark Twain and
traced the American myth which Hemingway painted so vividly with words.
-LURLENE GALLAGHER

DR. ROBERT J. Decker, president of the Universite' Congolese,
as he w:ts treated to a surprise banquet here this summer before
leaving for the Congo.-(USF Photo)

Pamphlet Has
Good Criticism
Wllllam Faulker by Wllllam Van
O'Connor, (1959, University of Min.Desota,
41 pp.)
}
Being a Faulkner fan or having an
interest in major American writers, one
will find good biographical sketches and
enjoyable literary criticism in this
pamphlet.
The author sets out with the purposes
of bringing attention to American literature throughout the world. He gives a
critic a 1 summary and biographical
sketch of Faulkner. All of this is done
in hopes of getting students to read
Faulkner's writing.
VAN O'CONNOR stresses the Yoknapatawpha County, Jefferson, Mississippi,
as the mythical region from which most
of Faulkner's works come,
He sees in Faulkner's writing the personal life history of the author and also
Faulkner's ~~mily history. Sartoris (1~29)
is an uncntical account of the family
legend on down to his own generation.
In this book he begins the source for
many later stories and what becomes his
most persistent subject matter.
THE SOUND and the Fury marks the
beginning of Faulkner being a major
writer. The primary .Part of the story
is the decline of a family of generals,
a governor and wealthy planters. The
decline is shown in an idiot son, illegitimate daughter and stealing. All of this
is compared to one decent and respon·
sible Negress.
Each sketch given of a work gives
enough of the tension, evil, conflict, involvement, violence, sex, tolerance and
suffering to make a person want to lay
down this pamphlet and begin one of
Faulkner's stories.
The pamphlet was written in such a
way to give much information in a short
and enjoyable form of reading.
MYRA WELDON

All-University Book
Should Not
Be Labeled a 'Must'
By DIANE SMITH
of the Campus Staff
Countless v o 11 e y s have been ex·
changed over the all-university book
program since it was initiated. The required books have been called dull, dry,
stimulating and on one occasion, obscene.
Staunch supporters of the program
have claimed that reading a specified
book eac-fi trimester is a rewarding ex·
perience. The opposition has made noises
about communism, administration and
tired eyes.
ONE CRITIC, who prefers to remain
annonymous, thinks the bookg- are supposed to give the entire population of
USF something to talk about since more
fascinating subjects, such as sex, are
frowned upon. '
If this is the case, conversation around
campus might sound something like this:
"Have you read Tom Swift and His
Electric Yo·Yo?"
"Yeah.''
"Don't you think it was absolutely
great?" And isn't the symbolism pro·
found?"
"Yeah."
"I mean, didn't it move you tremendously?"
"Let's get a cup of coffee, huh?"
Or, on a more intellectual level:
"DIDN'T YOU think the plot struc-

I

ture of War and Peace was extremely
intricate?"
"I don't know, I only read the first
chapter."
"Oh? Were you overwhelmed by the
immensity of it all?"
"Heck no, I just didn't like it."
Of course, reading one book every
four months isn't medieval torture, but
it is frightening because its mandatory.
Reading for pleasure can't have slipped so far down the favored ladder
that it needs to be &iven a boost by regulations. Students must read more than
Pogo, Peanuts and the astrology section.
Some ot those people scattered among
the library reading rooms have to be
digesting literature. There couldn't be
that many cross-word puzzles in the new.
periodicals.
WHY, THEN, the all-university book
program? Could it be a subtle "plan to
give students something to worry about
while taking their minds off other nul·
sances? Is it merely something to crusade for or against?
Perhaps it is a genuine effort to
promote interest in good books. If so,
the program is basically a good idea,
but it should not be a "must." There
are enough "musts" on any professor's
or student's schedule and adding one
more might tip the balance.
A simpler way to make certain the
books are bought and read would be
the addition of "banned" in large red
letters on the book covers.
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Letters to the Editor
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Are Wives Morons?
Asks USF Coed
Does Miss Smith think all wives are
morons, or is she just rationalizing by
telling herself that the most rewarding
experience in a woman's life is a boring
ugly thing because she never expects to
make it down the middle aisle? Why
can't women mix intelligence and mar·
riage? It isn't against the law, you know.
Carolyn Johnson

says. But there are more than one RA,
myself included, who do not condone,
nor abet, nor accept what we consider
to be infringements on the rights of an
individual to be individual. Come to a
few RA meetings and see-there's some
rather lively debate on this sort of thing.
<In fact , USF RA's would make a fascinating study even if you didn't have a
purpose. There are representatives of
every s c h o o 1 of social, political and
Letters to the Campus Edition
should bear the author's signature,
class status, and should be typed or
printed in ink. The Campus Edition
reserves the right to shorten any
letter in meeting space requirements.
Deadline for letters is 2:30 p.m. Monday for the following issue.
moral thought that I can think of, from
radicals to reactionaries, from " Moral
anarchists " to regimentative martinets.)
The point of all this is that there a
fey.- RA's, admittedly a minority, who
still strive to reward, or at least not
suppress, individuality. It's a rugged battle, and not at all easy to finance on
an RA's
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Writer Says Ashford Generalizes
I got a genuine kick out of Columnist
Ashford's satire in the Oct. 14 issue of
the Campus Edition.
But it seems to me that he was much
too willing to generalize about situations
with which he is not sufficiently famlliar. He characterizes the RA's, for
example, as Pavlovian robots serving
their superiors with unquestioning aile·
gience and without thought for the comfort of his residents' psyches. He implies
that RA's <ALL RA'S , if I read him correctly) are trained to encourage imita·
tive, conformist conduct-to encourage
sameness of behavior and to discourage
even trifling manifestations of individuality.
Well, frankly, there's a lot in what he
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